Thunder & Lightning
Sound and Lighting
Games & Activities
1. Hula Hoop Pass make one big circle, have everyone hold hands, put the hoop
between them, play a fast song, the hoop must be passed around the circle without
breaking the hands. When the music stops, whoever has the hoop around is out.
This continues until there is only one person left.
2. Hula Hoop Spin a simple game where all of the contestants start a hula hoop
spinning around their waist/body. Once the first person drops it, the music stops and
everyone is allowed to reset and start a new round. The rounds continue until there
is a winner.
3. Scavenger Hunt You can have as many people as you like play this game. Have
the players come to the dance floor with a chair. Everyone must sit. The MC calls
something out like a "MasterCard". The players run to find one. While they are gone,
we remove one chair. The person who comes back and doesn't have a seat is out.
This can be done quickly by calling another item while people are still out and
removing another chair. We can also create a list of items for them to find while they
are out and the first team back with all of the items wins.
4. Balloon Stomp is a very high energy game. Everybody gets a balloon attached to a
string that is tied to their ankle. The object is to pop everyone else’s balloon while
protecting yours. Players must stay within arranged areas. You can spice this up by
adding a freeze portion. When the music stops, all must stop.
5. Balloon Pass is fast and fun game, you make two or three lines of ten people each.
The first person in line passes a balloon over their head to the person behind them,
who in turn passes the balloon between their legs to the person behind them, who
passes the balloon over their head and so on. When the balloon gets to the end of
the line, that person runs to the front of the line and starts all over. The line that gets
the starting person all the way to the back wins!
6. Balloon Pop is four people per team, two poppers and two blowers. The object is
simple, two people blow up the balloons and two people pop them. But they must be
popped by holding the balloon between the two people and not using the hands.
7. Balloon Stuff you need teams of three or four. 1 person is the "stuffy" and the
others are the "stuffers". The "stuffy" puts on an oversized t-shirt, the "stuffers" are
given balloons. The object is for the "stuffers" to blow up balloons and stuff them
under the t-shirt of the "stuffy". The team with the most balloons under the shirt in a
given time wins! Time allotted game.
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8. Marshmallow Run is a team game. Each person has a straw, they need to suck up
1 marshmallow and carry it across the dance floor and put it into a glass and run
back and slap the hand of the next person in line. 1st team to get one marshmallow
for each player wins. Works great with 8 -10 players.
9. Long Balloon Pass has everyone get into a circle. Use a long balloon and have
guests pass it around the circle between their legs and not using their hands. When
the music stops, who ever is touching or holding the balloon is out.
10. Pass and Guess is a good game for the dinner hour. A jar is filled with Jelly Beans
and is passed around the table. Each person must write on a piece of paper their
guess and their name. They then hand it to the DJ. The person who gets the closest
wins the jar and beans!
11. Human Ring Toss is high energy game can be done many times to get everyone
involved. It takes 6 teams of two, one person wears a hat with a point on it and is the
catcher, and the other is the tosser. It is a simple game; the first team to catch 4
rings wins! Can also be performed using hula hoops.
12. Limbo all we need for this is two people to hold the limbo stick while the rest line up
to go under it. It always seems to be a crowd pleaser and you can have a girl and
guy winner. You may also do this as a couple or team event with more than one
going under at the same time.
13. Freeze Dance play a fast song and when the music stops, all must freeze. The last
person to freeze is eliminated from the competition, continue until there is one one
winner.
14. Dance Off Find a popular song and have volunteers enter a dance off competition.
Each contestant will get a limited amount of time to show off their moves. Depending
on the number of contestants, eliminations by crowd applause can be done one or
many rounds.
15. Tug-O-War All you need is one long piece of rope and strong people. This can be
spiced up by making the teams do it backwards. This game is great for young and
old.
16. Guess That Tune a simple and quick game best played during dinner. DJ plays a
song, the first person/team to yell out the correct answer wins a prize.
17. Coke & Pepsi Each contestant selects a partner. One teammate stands on one side
of dance floor with the other teammate directly across from them. One side is
designated Coke and the other is Pepsi. If the MC announces “coke”, all players on
the Coke side of the floor have to run across to their partner on the Pepsi side and
sit on their knee (and vice versa for “pepsi”). (last person reaching called side will be
out). If the MC announces “Dr. Pepper”, players commence to switch sides and
names (Coke players are now Pepsi and visa versa. If the MC announces “sunkist”,
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all players meet in the middle of dance floor and twirl each other around and then
return to original side. (last one to side is out).
18. Scavenger Hunt You can have as many people as you like play this game. Have
the player come to the dance floor with a chair and everyone must sit. The MC calls
out something “spoon” and the players must run to find one. While they are gone, we
remove one chair. The person who comes back and doesn’t have a seat is out. This
can also be done in teams.
19. Balloon Stuff Teams of three or four. One person is the “stuffy” and the others are
the “stuffers”. The “stuffy” puts on an oversized t-shirt, the “stuffers” are given
balloons. The object is for the “stuffers” to blow up balloons and stuff them under the
t-shirt of the “stuffy”. The team with the most balloons under the shirt in an allotted
time wins.
Karaoke - Available for an additional charge, guests can pick from thousands of songs
to sing live with wireless mics and lyrics provided on a separate monitor.
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